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Creation and Control of Vortex-Beam Arrays in Atomic Vapor

Jinpeng Yuan, Hengfei Zhang, Chaohua Wu, Gang Chen,* Lirong Wang,* Liantuan Xiao,
and Suotang Jia

Optical vortices, which are beams with spiral-shaped wavefronts and screw
phase dislocations, have potential for supporting high-capacity optical
communications. In this study, the generation of 1D and 2D vortex-beam
arrays is theoretically proposed and experimentally demonstrated by
introducing novel forked-photonic lattices in a three-level 85Rb atomic
medium. Such forked-photonic lattices are established through the
interference of Gaussian and vortex coupling beams. The input Gaussian
probe beam that travels through this lattice experiences phase superposition
and is diffracted into vortex-beam arrays. Moreover, the relative efficiency of
the high-order diffractions can be enhanced by tuning the two-photon
detuning and power of the coupling beams. The enriched diffractive arrays of
a vortex probe beam propagating in such forked-photonic lattices are also
presented. The experimental results agree well with those of the numerical
simulations. This work suggests that atomic systems are a fertile platform for
creating and controlling vortex-beam arrays, and that they can shed light on
ongoing exploration in the fields of optical manipulation and quantum
information processing.

1. Introduction

With the increasing demand for improved capacity and speed in
data transmission, researchers have been seeking newmultiplex-
ing dimensions, apart from those for amplitude, frequency, and
polarization, to satisfy the requirements of next-generation opti-
cal communication. Vortex beams, which possess a null-intensity
phase singularity at the beam center and a tunable orbital angular
momentum (OAM) mode,[1–3] have provided an additional
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multiplexing dimension for improving
the capacity and security of optical com-
munication systems.[4,5] Notably, forked-
diffractive elements, such as forked grat-
ings, Dammann gratings, and forked
holographic phase patterns, are good can-
didates for converting a Gaussian beam
into a series of vortex beams.[6–10] Simi-
lar forked-shaped structures can also be
implemented in solid materials by fem-
tosecond laser direct writing.[11,12] More-
over, forked-related structures in meta-
surfaces have been widely employed to
generate large vortex-beam arrays,[13–16]

fulfilling the requirement of a large data
storage capacity by the parallel process-
ing of vortex beams.[4,9] While these
devices only realize the photonic de-
sign programmed by the manufacturer
without exhibiting any further versatil-
ity in adherence to diverse designs, los-
ing the appeal of an on-demand system.

On the other hand, the photonic lattices assisted by electro-
magnetically induced transparency (EIT) in multilevel atomic
medium are attractive systems for exploring the control of
light.[17] In such optically-induced lattices, the refractive index of
the probe beam is spatially manipulated by a standing-wave field,
which is established by the interference of the coupling beams.
Accordingly, the atomic system acts as a grating and diffracts
the probe beam. Compared to solid-state systems, optical lat-
tices in an atomic medium can be more flexible tuned and easily
reconfigured owing to the various coherent control techniques
enabled by EIT,[18] resulting in easily controllable absorption,
dispersion,[19,20] Raman gain,[21–23] and nonlinearity.[24] Recently,
several physical effects have been demonstrated in this system,
such as parity-time symmetry,[22,25] Talbot effect,[26,27] Bloch os-
cillation and Zener tunneling,[28] photonic Floquet topological
insulators,[29] flat bands,[30] and edge states and spin-orbit cou-
pling in photonic graphene.[31,32] These studies suggest that the
atomic medium can be a promising ground for creating and
manipulating vortex-beam arrays that have not been experimen-
tally realized.
In this study, we theoretically propose and experimentally

demonstrate the generation of one-dimensional (1D) and two-
dimensional (2D) vortex-beam arrays by introducing novel
forked-photonic lattices in a three-level 85Rb atomic medium.
Such photonic lattices, which have m dislocation defects inside
the atomic vapor cell, are established by the interference of Gaus-
sian and vortex (with topological charge m) coupling beams, and
a weak probe Gaussian beam is launched into it. Consequently,
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Figure 1. a) Experimental setup for generating vortex-beam arrays. BE: beam expander; BS: 50/50 beam splitter; M: high reflection mirror; QWP: quarter-
wave plate; VR: vortex retarder; CCD: charge-coupled device. b) Relevant energy levels of the cascade-type three-level configuration in 85Rb atomic vapor.
c) Schematic illustration of generation of 1D vortex-beam arrays. d,e) Geometrical arrangement of the crossed coupling beams for 1D and 2D forked
coupling-fields. Spiral phases of the coupling beams for 2D are denoted by eimx𝜑 and eimy𝜑.

a discrete diffraction pattern of the probe field with the topologi-
cal charges 𝓁, that is, vortex-beam arrays, can be obtained at the
output plane of the vapor cell. These topological charges depend
on the diffraction order n and topological charge m. Moreover,
the relative efficiency of high-order diffractions can be controlled
through system parameters such as two-photon detuning and the
power of the coupling beams. Finally, the diffractions of the vor-
tex probe beam experiencing such forked-photonic lattices are
demonstrated, which provide flexible tunability of the generated
vortex-beam arrays.
Our scheme is novel in the following ways. First, the forked-

photonic lattices induced in the atomic ensemble offer easier
accessibility and better tunability than solid materials do. Sec-
ond, our system is scalable, allowing the creation of large square-
shaped vortex-beam arrays and the exploration of many other
complex geometric configurations of vortex-beam arrays by ex-
ploiting the versatility of the design supported by multi-beam
interference. Third, the vortex-beam arrays are created and con-
trolled all-optically, enabling this system to be integrated as a
novel all-optical device, which can provide tunable degrees of

freedom in fields such as optical manipulation, optical machin-
ing, and optical communication.

2. Production of Forked-Photonic Lattices in Rb
Atomic Vapor

Our experiments (schematically depicted in Figure 1a) are car-
ried out in an 85Rb vapor cell with a cascade-type three-level
atomic configuration consisting of |1⟩ = |5S1∕2⟩, |2⟩ = |5P3∕2⟩,
and |3⟩ = |5D5∕2⟩ (Figure 1b). A Gaussian-shaped coupling beam
Exc (with wavelength 𝜆c = 776 nm, frequency 𝜔c), derived from a
tapered-amplified diode laser (TA pro, Toptica), is split into two
beams Exc1 and E

x
c2 (with wave vector k

x
c1 and k

x
c2 , respectively) with

similar intensities and spatial shapes using a beam splitter (BS2).
One beam (i.e., Exc2) is converted into a vortex beam with a spiral
phase eim𝜑 after passing through a quarter-wave plate (QWP1)
and vortex retarder (VR1),[33] where m and 𝜑 are the topological
charge and azimuthal angle, respectively. To construct a forked
coupling-field, these two beams encounter at a beam splitter
(BS3) with a small angle 2𝜃 ≈ 0.6◦ in the x–z plane. The period
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of the forked coupling-field is d = 𝜆c∕2(sin 𝜃) ≈ 75 μm, and its di-
ameter is≈700 μmasmeasured in the equivalent center of the va-
por cell. Similarly, another separated identical Gaussian coupling
beam from a beam splitter (BS1), Eyc, forms a forked coupling-
field in the y–z plane after experiencing the standing-wave (SWy)
configuration (see the green box in Figure 1a). All these beams re-
combine at a beam splitter (BS6) and propagate toward the vapor
cell along the z-direction, driving the transition |2⟩ ←→ |3⟩ with
frequency detuning Δc = 𝜔c − 𝜔23, where 𝜔ij(i, j = 1, 2, 3) is the
resonant frequency between the states |i⟩ and |j⟩. The 10 cm long
atomic vapor cell, wrapped with 𝜇-metal sheets, is heated by an
oven to provide an atomic density of≈ 8.78 × 1012 cm−3 at 106 ◦C.
A weak probe beam with a Gaussian profile Ep (with wave-

length 𝜆p = 780 nm, frequency 𝜔p, wave vector kp), from an ex-
ternal cavity diode laser (DL pro, Toptica) connecting the transi-
tion |1⟩ ←→ |2⟩ with detuning Δp = 𝜔p − 𝜔12, counter-propagates
through the coupling-field lattice inside the atomic medium,
where the radius of the probe beam is ≈160 μm in the center of
the vapor cell. Consequently, it experiences a spatially modulated
index of refraction during propagation under the EIT condition.
A reference beam, introduced from the original probe beam via a
beam splitter (BS7), interacts with Ep at the position of a charge-
coupled device (CCD) camera, which is used to monitor the out-
put probe beam.
Figure 1c schematically illustrates the generation of 1D vortex-

beam arrays (eliminating part of SWy in Figure 1a) in the pro-
posed system. It is believed that a Gaussian probe beam can
be diffracted into multiple beams carrying a tunable OAM af-
ter interacting with the 1D forked-photonic lattice along the x-
direction. This photonic lattice is established by the interference
of Gaussian and vortex coupling beams, which are symmetrically
placed with respect to the z-axis at a small angle 2𝜃 ≈ 0.6◦, as
shown in Figure 1d. A 2D forked-photonic lattice in the x–y plane
can be achieved by introducing another set of coupling field in the
y-direction as shown in Figure 1e. The spiral phases of the cou-
pling beams along the x- and y-directions are denoted as eimx𝜑

and eimy𝜑, respectively.
Under the slowly varying envelope approximation and steady-

state regime,[17] the propagation of the probe field in the atomic
medium is governed by 𝜕Ep∕𝜕z = (kpIm(𝜒) + ikpRe(𝜒))Ep with
kp = 2𝜋∕𝜆p and 𝜒 being the dielectric susceptibility of the atomic
medium. For the cascade-type three-level configuration (Fig-
ure 1b) and considering the Doppler broadening effect, the spa-
tially modulated susceptibility experienced by the probe beam
can be obtained as (see Section S1, Supporting Information)

𝜒(𝜈)d𝜈 = i
|𝜇12|2
ℏ𝜀0

×

[
𝛾21 − iΔp − kp𝜈 +

Ω2
SW∕4

𝛾13 − i(Δp + Δc) − i(kp − kc)𝜈

]−1

× N

u
√
𝜋
exp(− 𝜈2

u2
)d𝜈 (1)

where 𝜈 is the velocity of the atoms, u =
√
2kBT∕M (with kB the

Boltzmann constant, T the temperature of the vapor, and M the
atomicmass),N is the atomic density, 𝜀0 is the dielectric constant

in vacuum, 𝜇ij is the transition dipole momentum between levels|i⟩ and |j⟩, 𝛾ij = (Γi + Γj)∕2 with Γi being the natural decay rate
of level |i⟩, and ΩSW denotes the effective Rabi frequency of the
coupling field, which is given by

ΩSW = 2Ω2
c [1 + cos(kcx −m𝜑)] (2)

for the 1D case and

ΩSW = 2Ω2
c [2 + cos(kcx −mx𝜑) + cos(kcy −my𝜑)] (3)

for the 2D case. Here, Ωc = 𝜇23E
x
c1∕ℏ, kc = kxc1 sin(𝜃), and 𝜑 =

angle(x + iy). Note that we have taken Ex
c1 = Ex

c2 = Ey
c1 = Ey

c2 and
kxc1 = kxc2 = kyc1 = kyc2. The effective susceptibility 𝜒 is got by inte-
grating Equation (1).
Then, the transmission function of the probe field at z = L

reads

T(x, y) = Ep(x, y, 0)TaTp, (4)

where Ep(x, y, 0) is the input probe beam profile, and Ta =
e−kpIm(𝜒)L andTp = eikpRe(𝜒)L denote the amplitude and phasemod-
ulations, respectively. In the far-field regime, the diffraction in-
tensity distribution is expressed as[34]

I(X, Y) =
exp(ikpz)

i𝜆pz ∫
∞

−∞ ∫
∞

−∞
T(x, y) exp[i

kp
2z
(X2 + Y2)]dxdy (5)

where (X, Y) is the coordinate of the observation plane, and (x, y)
is the coordinate of the photonic lattice. Equation (5) implies that
the diffraction pattern of the probe beam Ep(x, y, 0) is significantly
modulated by the forked-photonic lattice in Equations (2) and (3),
resulting in intriguing diffraction behaviors.

3. Experimental Realization of Vortex-Beam Arrays

To verify our approach, we examine the generation of 1D vortex-
beam arrays based on a 1D forked-photonic lattice (Equation (2))
with a Gaussian probe field propagating in the z-direction. As
shown in Figure 2a, we choose the topological charge of the cou-
pling beam m = 1 and numerically simulate the diffraction pat-
tern of the probe beam based on Equation (5). One finds that a
discrete diffraction pattern with topological charge 𝓁(n) = nm =
0,±1,…, where n = ⋯ − 2,−1, 0, 1, 2⋯ denotes the nth-order
diffraction with topological charge 𝓁(n). Figure 2b,c displays the
corresponding experimental observations of the output inten-
sities and interference fringes of the probe beam, respectively.
The zeroth-order diffraction remains a Gaussian profile, whereas
the ±first-order diffractions turn into vortex beams with 𝓁 = ±1,
respectively. Figure 2d–f represents the same content that Fig-
ure 2a–c does, excepting that m = 2. Clearly, in this case, three
diffraction orders with 𝓁 = −2, 0, 2 are observed. Note that, here
we focus on n = −1, 0, 1 and ignore the higher-order diffractions
with lower powers. The experimental results agree with those of
the numerical simulations. By the way, the working wavelength
here is 780 nm assisted by the coupling field of 776 nm, andmore
working wavelengths can be achieved by suitable energy levels of
the atom.
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Figure 2. a) Numerical simulation (Equation (5)) of the output intensity image of the Gaussian probe beam after traveling through the 1D forked-
photonic lattice (Equation (2)) with m = 1. The other parameters are Δ = Δp + Δc = 2Γ2, Ωc = 5Γ2, Γ1 = 0, and Γ3 = 0.1Γ2. The integers above each
diffracted beam denote the topological charge 𝓁. b,c) Corresponding experimental observations of the output intensities (b) and interference fringes (c)
of the probe Gaussian beam. Here, the two-photon detuning is Δ = 20 MHz, and the powers of the coupling and probe beams are Pc = 70 and Pp = 3.5
mW, respectively. The power of the probe beam has been made much smaller than that of the coupling beam for ensuring an efficient EIT effect. d–f)
The same content as (a–c) but with m = 2. g) Measured efficiency (red dots) versus Δ with Pc = 70 mW. h) Measured efficiency versus Pc with Δ = 20
MHz. The black lines represent of the theoretical fitting.

In addition to generating the vortex-beam arrays on-demand
by controlling the topological charge m of the forked-photonic
lattices, the intensity of the high-order diffractions (e.g., n = ±1)
can be enhanced all-optically by various coherence control mech-
anisms enabled by EIT. To illustrate this, we introduce the diffrac-
tion efficiency defined as the ratio of the power measured within
a diffractive vortex beam at the output plane to the total outgo-
ing power. Figure 2g presents the measured first-order diffrac-
tion efficiency versus two-photon detuning (Δ = Δp + Δc) with
m = 1 and coupling field power Pc = 70 mW. As Δ increases,
the efficiency gradually improves owing to the introduction of
both the amplitude and phase modulations when Δ ≠ 0. By fur-
ther increasing Δ such that the atomic medium becomes more
transparent, the efficiency then reduces.[20] Figure 2h shows the
measured first-order diffraction efficiency versus the power of the
coupling beam Pc at Δ = 20 MHz. Similarly, an optimal diffrac-
tion efficiency occurs at the value of Pc = 70 mW. In the experi-
ment, the maximum diffraction efficiency reaches 18% atΔ = 20
MHz and Pc = 70 mW. More details are provided in Section S2,
Supporting Information.
We shall now discuss the generation of 2D vortex-beam ar-

rays via a 2D forked-photonic lattice (Equation (3)), which is
described as the superposition of two perpendicularly oriented
(fork) gratings (more details in Section S3, Supporting Informa-
tion). Here, the topological charge of the (nx, ny)-order diffrac-
tion beam is 𝓁(nx, ny) = nxmx + nymy with nx,y = 0,±1,…. Fig-
ure 3 shows the numerical simulations and corresponding ex-
perimental observations of the generated 2D vortex-beam arrays
for different (mx,my). When all the coupling beams are Gaus-
sian shaped, that is, (mx = 0, my = 0) (Figure 3a,b), the optically-
induced lattice is a standard 2D square lattice. Thus, the Gaus-

sian probe beam is diffracted into a typical square lattice pat-
tern, which remain Gaussian profile. By adding the vortex beam
in the y-direction with (mx = 0, my = 1) (Figure 3c,d), the (nx, 1)-
order diffractions become vortex beams with 𝓁(nx, 1) = 1, the
(nx,−1)-order ones become beams with 𝓁(nx,−1) = −1 and the
(nx, 0)-order ones are still Gaussian shaped. We further investi-
gate the case of (mx = 1, my = 1), as shown in Figure 3e,f. It is
found that the optical vortex arrays possess inversion symmetry
of𝓁(nx, ny) = −𝓁(−nx,−ny) about the central beam.[8] The diffrac-
tion patterns at nx = −ny are Gaussian beams. The experimental
measurements are in agreement with the simulations.
As discussed above, we concentrate on the generation of

the vortex-beam arrays of a Gaussian probe beam experiencing
forked-photonic lattices. Intriguingly, the topological charges of
the vortex-beam arrays can be enriched by a probe beam carry-
ing an OAM. Assuming that the initial input probe beam prop-
agating along the z-direction is Ep(x, y, 0) = exp(i𝓁p𝜑p) with 𝓁p
and 𝜑p being the topological charge and azimuthal angle, 𝓁′

of the diffraction pattern depends on the topological charges of
both the grating defects and the input beam, that is, 𝓁′(n) =
𝓁p + nm for the 1D case and 𝓁′(nx, ny) = 𝓁p + nxmx + nymy for
the 2D case (see Section S4, Supporting Information, for fur-
ther details). In the experiments, we select 𝓁p = 1 for sim-
plicity. Figure 4a–f shows the simulations and measurements
of the diffraction patterns of the vortex probe beam traveling
through the 1D forked-photonic lattice. The topological charge
of the zeroth-order diffraction becomes 𝓁′(0) = 1 and 𝓁′(±1) =
𝓁(±1) + 1 compared with Figure 2. Figure 4g,h shows the sim-
ulation and measurement results for the 2D case with mx = 1
andmy = 1, respectively. In contrast to that shown in Figure 3e,f,
here, the topological charge of each diffracted beam increases

Laser Photonics Rev. 2023, 2200667 © 2023 Wiley-VCH GmbH2200667 (4 of 7)
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Figure 3. a,c,e) Numerical simulations (Equation (5)) of the output intensity image of the Gaussian probe beam after traveling through the 2D forked-
photonic lattice (Equation (3)) with (mx = 0, my = 0) (a), (mx = 0, my = 1) (c), and (mx = 1, my = 1) (e). The integers in each subfigure denote the
topological charge 𝓁 of the corresponding diffracted beams. b,d,f) The experimentally observed diffraction patterns corresponding to (a,c,e). Here,
Ωc = 7Γ2 in simulations, the powers of the coupling and probe beams are Pc = 90 and Pp = 6 mW in experiments, respectively. The other parameters
are the same as those in Figure 2.

by 𝓁p = 1, breaking the original inversion symmetry. Remark-
ably, the efficiencies of all the high-order diffractions are sig-
nificantly improved with respect to Figure 2 because of the in-
troduction of an additional azimuthal phase ei𝓁p𝜑p in the phase
modulation Tp of Equation (4)[35,36](see Section S4, Supporting
Information).
After confirming the generation of the vortex-beam arrays, the

purities of the vortex beams are investigated as well. As an ex-
ample, we measure the purities of vortex beams generated in
Figure 2 (see Section S5, Supporting Information, for more de-
tails). The purities of the vortex beams with 𝓁 = ±1 are greater
than 90%, while those of the beams with 𝓁 = ±2 are ≈80%. The
purities of higher-order OAM mode beams decrease attributed
to the inhomogeneity of the forked-photonic lattices. Such inho-
mogeneity also leads the imperfections of the experimentally ob-
served patterns especially for 2D cases (Figures 3b,d,f and 4h). In
the experiment, the beam divergence and external disturbance
in long-distance transmission, as well as the increasing radius of
the beam curvature after expansion result in the non-uniformity
of the lattices. This can be improved by miniaturizing the experi-
mental system. In fact, vapor cells with a high density at the mm
or μm scale have been extensively researched[37–39] and are suit-
able for the microscale integration of our system.

4. Conclusion

In summary, we experimentally demonstrated the generation of
1D and 2D vortex-beam arrays in a coherently prepared cascade-
type three-level 85Rb atomic system. The refractive index experi-
enced by the Gaussian probe is modified by the forked-photonic
lattices, which are introduced by the interference of Gaussian and
vortex coupling beams. Thus, the atomic medium behaves in the
same way that the forked gratings do, enabling the probe beam
to be diffracted into vortex-beam arrays with topological charges
that can be tuned by the dislocation defects of the forked-photonic
lattices. Moreover, the relative efficiency of the high-order (±first)
diffraction can be improved by modulating the two-photon de-
tuning and the power of the coupling beams. We also investi-
gated the diffraction of a probe beam with OAM that experience
such forked-photonic lattices. The proposed study may pave the
way for research on understanding and controlling vortex beams
in coherent atomic medium. Moreover, the system is scalable
and supports for the generation of large vortex-beam arrays (see
Sections S3 and S4, Supporting Information) that can exploit
spatial-division multiplexing for optical communications,[5] and
it is mainly suitable for applications such as optical manipulation
and optical machining, which require multidimensional vortex

Laser Photonics Rev. 2023, 2200667 © 2023 Wiley-VCH GmbH2200667 (5 of 7)
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Figure 4. a) Numerical simulation (Equation (5)) of the output intensity image of the vortex probe beam after traveling through the 1D forked-photonic
lattice (Equation (2)) withm = 1 and 𝓁p = 1. The integers above each diffracted beam denote the topological charge 𝓁′. b,c) Experimental observations
of the output intensities (b) and interference fringes (c) corresponding to (a). The other parameters are the same as those in Figure 2. d–f) Same as
(a–c) but with m = 2. g,h) Simulation (g) and measurement (h) of the output intensity image of the vortex probe beam after traveling through the 2D
forked-photonic lattice (Equation (2)) with (mx = 1, my = 1) and 𝓁p = 1.

beams with real-time tunable OAMs, intensities, and spatial dis-
tribution degrees of freedom.[40,41]

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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